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Abstract -  Machine learning  is study of algorithms that a system uses to effectively perform a specific task. It depends 
on the patterns and inference instead of any instructions. In machine learning, majorly there is some level of class 
imbalance  issue in real-world classification. This problem arises when each class does not make up an equal division of 
a data-set. It is essential to properly alter the metrics and methods to balance the data set goals. This means that many 
learning algorithms of machine learning have low predictive accuracy for the not often occurring class. In this paper, 
we shall discuss this problem and look in to different approaches used to solve the class imbalanced issue. This paper 
discusses the survey of different approaches done to improve the class imbalance issue in the data sets by learning 
about the data level approaches and the algorithm approaches. We have discussed the oversampling and 
undersampling methods to overcome the data imbalance problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In machine learning, data mining is one of the most important branch. As the real world is getting exposed with new  
technologies the data is also increasing with increase in number of problems. These problems can be marked as volume and 
velocity of data. In imbalanced classes accuracy is not always true which is very standard problem classification in machine 
learning. There is always a difference in datasets with asymmetric ratio of observations in a class. Few examples of 
applications which have imbalanced data sets are: reports of medical diagnosis, finance industry etc,. The datasets faces 
imbalanced class distribution when one of the class is not sufficiently represented. Basically it means that the number of 
examples of the class which are less than half of the whole dataset is considerably smaller than the number of examples of the 
class which is sufficiently represented. [1] 
In recent years the studies have grown emphasis on class imbalance. The classification for class There are many industries 
which are affected by class imbalance distribution Reported works in classifications for class imbalance distribution come in 
many ranges of domain applications like diagnosis of faults, abnormality detection, medical diagnosis, oil spill detection in 
images taken by satellites, face recognition, text classification, and many others. The most important challenges of the class 
imbalance issue is of pattern recognition and data mining. Same problem is seen in practical applications.  [3] 
If an individual has learned about machine learning and data science, he/she definitely understands that imbalanced class 
distribution is always seen in machine learning. This situation occurs only when the observations listed in a class have is very 
low than that present in the other classes. This problem is primarily in applications where detection of inconsistency is crucial 
like electricity thievery, unauthorised transactions in banks, identification of uncommon diseases, etc. In these scenario, the 
predictive model developed using machine learning algorithms could be incorrect. This is mainly due to Machine Learning 
algorithms which are mostly made to improve correctness by minimising the error. Hence, they do not take into account the 
class distribution  or balance of classes. [15] 
 
II. Challenges in imbalanced datasets 
We have already mentioned above, that electricity thievery, unauthorised transactions in banks are affected by class imbalance 
problem. Electricity thievery is one of the largest form of theft in the world. The utility companies are getting inclined towards 
advanced analytics and machine learning algorithms so that they can identify the consumption patterns by which we can 
indicate the theft. Although, one of the biggest hurdle is the humongous data and its distribution. unauthorised transactions in 
banks are mostly lower than normal bank transactions i.e. accounting the data to approximately around 1-2 % of the total 
number of observations. The requirement here is to improve identification of the infrequent minority class so as to achieve the 
overall accuracy of the majority class. [1]         
Machine Learning algorithms tend to generate deplorable classifiers when it comes across the imbalanced datasets. For any 
imbalanced data set, if we have to estimate the occurring of the event and if that belongs to the minority class and the rate is 
less than 5%, it is usually referred to as a rare event.[9] 
As there is quick development of information technologies, industries have to face new challenges to inspect huge amounts of 
information of data. This data can be classified as volume of the data, velocity of the data, variety of data, veracity, valence 
and value of the data. Volume of the data is created and is increasing every second, due to a digitized world with lots of 
information data. Due to this  a variety of data in different forms like text, audio-video files, images geographic data etc is 
received. As mentioned the data is created every second hence we have the velocity factor. It is the speed at which the data is 
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created and rate at which it travels from one point to other. These are the three major aspects that identify and describe the 
challenges in a dataset.  Veracity names to the noise and abnormality in data. It is often the unmeasurable uncertainties and 
trustworthiness of data. Valence refers to the connectedness of data in the form of graphs, just like atoms. [10] 
The standard machine learning techniques analysis methods give inaccurately performance when faces a imbalanced datasets. 
The standard classifier algorithms like Decision Tree and Logistic Regression have a inclination towards classes which have 
more number of observations. They tend to only estimate the majority class data. The characteristics of the minority class are 
treated as noise and are most of the time ignored. Thus, there is a high chances of misclassification of the minority class as 
compared to the majority class. [10] 
 
III. Approaches to overcome class imbalance 
There are various approaches by which we can solve the class imbalance problem. For this we should be aware of supervised 
classification. The objective of classification is to estimate explicit labels where input and output are known. Many approaches 
are developed to overcome the challenges faced in imbalanced data.  
 
3.1. Data level approaches   
Data-level approach or rather than an external techniques which engages the pre-processing step to rebalance the class 
distribution. These approaches have been developed which can be implemented during the pre-processing level. The most 
commonly used approach is resampling. This approach includes two techniques namely undersampling and oversampling of 
the dataset. Resampling technique can be done with or without the replacement of the dataset. If a dataset is balanced by 
removing the instances from majority class is known as undersampling. When we add similar instances of minority class to 
balance the class ratio then oversampling is achieved. We can do resampling with or without the replacement. We shall see 
each approach in details below. [1]   
    
3.1.1. Resampling 
The process of recreating the sample data from the actual data sets is called resampling. It can be either done by non-statistical 
estimation or by statistical estimation. In non-statistical estimation, we randomly draw samples from the actual dataset hoping 
that the data is divided in a similar division to the actual dataset. However, in statistical estimation, we estimate the parameters 
of the actual dataset and then drawing the subsamples. Hence, we can extract data samples that carry most of the information 
from the actual population. Thus the resampling technique statical as well as non statistical help us in drawing the samples 
when the data is imbalanced.[11][12] 
        
3.1.2. Undersampling 
Undersampling is a technique in which we randomly select the samples from the majority class and discard the remaining. We 
assume that any random sample approximately reflect the division of the data. In this method the goal is to balance the 
distributions in the class through a random elimination of majority class observations. This results in discarding the useful data 
that could be important for classifiers. 
The k-nearest neighbor based approach is one of the frequent used approaches. In these approaches the sample set is selected 
and then is searched exhaustively in the entire dataset and it will select the k-NN and discard the other data. It is assumed that 
k-NN carries all the information that we need regarding those classes in this method. 
Many other undersampling techniques are also available which are based on two different types of noise model hypotheses. In 
this technique we assume that the samples near the boundary are noise. Hence the noise will be discarded in order to obtain the 
maximum accuracy. 
For another noise model, the assumption is that if the location of the majority class samples and the minority class samples are 
same then they are noise. If we discard these samples from the data then it creates a clear boundary that can help in 
classification .[10][11] 
 
3.1.3. Oversampling 
By using the undersampling method we achieve an equal distribution by eliminating majority class samples. In oversampling 
we do this by replicating the minority samples so that the distribution is equal and balanced. One more very common approach 
used in oversampling is SMOTE. This method helps to overcome the shortcomings of oversampling. It creates the new 
samples by introducing based on the distances between the point and its nearest neighbors. SMOTE also calculates the 
distances for the minority samples which are near the decision boundary and generates the new samples. This will affect the 
decision boundary to move away from the majority classes and remove the overfitting issue.[10][11] 
 
32. Algorithm level approach 
Generally, the algorithm-level approach can be labelled as dedicated algorithms which directly takes the imbalance 
distribution from the classes in the datasets. They are recognition-based one class learning classifications, cost-sensitive 
learning and ensemble techniques. We shall discuss each of them in the following subsections.[1][3] 
 
3.2.1. Improved algorithm 
This is a classification algorithm developed by researchers to manage the classification of datasets to handle the class 
imbalance issue. It is modified to fit the requirement to directly understand from the imbalanced class distribution. These type 
of algorithms understand about the distribution of the classes before extracting major information in order to develop a model 
based upon the target objective. [1][3] 
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There is also a research done on Fuzzy to address the classification of imbalanced datasets. Hierarchical Fuzzy rule uses a 
linguistic rule generation technique to build the base rule. We can extract the hierarchical rule base (HRB) is extracted from 
the rule base. After this the best collective rules from HRB are selected using algorithm. The one other proposed study on 
Fuzzy Classifier which uses frequency distribution to generate membership degrees to each class before they build the 
corresponding fuzzy sets. This gives a new different approach to conventional Fuzzy. As it is purely data driven while it 
depends on trial and error method in building the if-then rules.[1][3] 
        
3.2.2. One-class learning 
One-class learning algorithms are also called as recognition based methods. It works by the classifier on the characterization 
of the minority class. It understands only from the examples of minority class rather than trying to identify the different 
patterns from examples of majority class and minority class. However, an effective boundary threshold is the key point with 
this approach as a strict threshold will separate apart the positive examples (minority class) while a moderate one will cover 
some negative examples (majority class) in the decision boundary.[1] 
        
3.2.3. Cost sensitive learning 
The motivation for cost-sensitive learning is the distinct characters of domain applications with class imbalance datasets and 
misclassification cost being considered as equal by numerous traditional learning algorithm. The idea of cost-sensitive 
learning approaches is that an expensive cost is imposed on a classifier when a misclassification happens. For example a 
classifier assigns larger cost to false negatives compared to false positives thus emphasizing any correct classification or 
misclassification regarding the positive class.[12] 
 
3.2.4. Ensemble method 
Another option is Ensemble learning for class imbalance problem. In this method several classifiers are trained on training 
data and their analysis are approximated to give the final classification decision. Ensemble methods can be defined as boosting 
in general. In this approach bagging stands for Bootstrap Aggregation to decrease the prediction difference by generating more 
examples for training set from original data. [14]       
Each k variations of the training set will have a k number of classifiers. This is done by a classifier which is used for each of 
these training set examples by a chosen machine learning algorithm. By combining the output all the classifiers, we get the 
results. Boosting methods carry out experiments on training sets using many different models to induce classifiers to give 
output. For wrongly classified examples, higher weights are assigned to each classifier. By using weighted average approach 
the outputs are then updated. The final decision is obtained by collaborating data from all classifiers. 
 
3.2.5. Hybrid Approach 
In recent years new technique of classification algorithms have been devised for handling class imbalance datasets. This 
approach is besides the one-class learning, cost-sensitive methods and ensemble approaches. More than one machine learning 
algorithms is employed to improve the classification quality, frequently by the hybridization along with other learning 
algorithms to get better results. The hybridization is developed with the idea to reduce the problem in sampling, feature subset 
selection, cost matrix optimization and polish the learning algorithms. The hybridize classifiers are used in order to improve 
classification qualities with class imbalance problem. [15] 
 
IV. Advantages and disadvantages of the approaches  
In the above section we have seen many approaches which can handle imbalance data issue. These approaches when 
implemented have their own pros and cons. Let us discuss in details in the below sub sections 
 
4.1. Advantages       
Classification performance is made better by using the data generation and boosting methods. The use of various different 
classifiers in ensemble method preserves the regularity with the training data which is a significant factor to ensure 
correctness.  It helps in improving the execution time of the model and solve the memory problem by decreasing the number 
of samples when the training data set is more. There is no loss of information in oversampling. In order to adjust the division 
of sample data boosting is used to handle uneven division in datasets by assigning weight to examples. [9] 
 
4.2. Disadvantages 
There is a loss of information in undersampling technique. Oversampling rises the possibility of overfitting, as it makes same 
copy of the minority samples than sampling from the distribution of minority samples. Another problem encountered in 
oversampling method is that as the number of samples expands, the model becomes more complex of and this expands the 
running time of the models. One class algorithm  is restricted only to certain learning algorithms. Cost-sensitive learning we 
do not know the real cost in many applications even if the dataset is balanced. It also has an issue of  over-fitting during 
training. It is same as over-sampling technique and there is no difference the performance of both the approaches .[9] 
 
V. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have discussed the class imbalance problem and look in to different approaches used to solve it. We have 
also explored many different approaches to improve the class imbalance in the data sets, this includes learning about the data 
level approaches and the algorithm approaches. This paper concludes that the oversampling and undersampling methods can 
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be used for tackling the imbalance class problems. It is very important to balance the imbalance data with effective techniques 
and at the same time, cost factor should be given attention. The correct classifier techniques and performance evaluation 
metrics must be applied to achieve good results. 
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